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Based on STM imaging and DFT calculations, we show the realspace experimental evidence of the interconversion between
G-quartets and G-triads on the Au(111) surface, and further reveal
the relative stabilities of these two elementary motifs, which helps
to increase the fundamental understanding of the relationship
between G-triplex and G-quadruplex DNA structures.

The structural polymorphism of DNA molecules (e.g. duplexes,1
triplexes,2 quadruplexes,3 hairpins,4 cruciform,5 and i-motif,6 etc.)
plays a pivotal role in regulating cellular functions and biological
processes. The conformations and relationships of various DNA
forms have attracted tremendous interest over the past few
decades.7–9 Among others, the well-known guanine(G)quadruplexes stacked by G-quartets stabilized by cations are
involved in areas ranging from structural biology to medicinal
chemistry, and thus have been extensively studied.3 In some
spectroscopic research studies10–12 and theoretical predictions,13,14
the G-triplex is considered to be a kind of folding intermediate of
the G-quadruplex, which is formed by G-triad planes also stabilized
by cations in solution.8,15 The corresponding building blocks of
G-triplex and G-quadruplex structures, i.e., G-triad and G-quartet,
respectively, have also been introduced to the surface science
community and investigated by scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM).16–22 However, to the best of our knowledge, the relationship
of these two structures has not been determined experimentally.
Thus, it is of general interest to construct a system under wellcontrolled ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions with the aim of
building up these two elementary structural motifs and exploring
the possible interconversion between G-triads and G-quartets; such
real-space evidence may provide insights into biologically relevant
issues.

In this study, we choose the derivative of the DNA base, 9ethylguanine molecules (shortened as 9eG, modified at the
same derived site as that of the natural nucleosides) and alkali
metal sodium (Na) as a model system. The Au(111) surface is
employed as a template to ensure the flat adsorption geometries of the molecules and facilitate the formation of planar
triad and quartet structures, on which the potential interconversion between these two elementary structural motifs could
be explored. Herein, from the interplay of high-resolution STM
imaging and density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we
show the formation of the 9eG4Na1 quartet and 9eG3Na2 triad
stabilized by a combination of hydrogen bonds and ionic
bonds, and moreover, the interconversion between these two
motifs in response to the ratio of 9eG/Na is achieved
(cf. Scheme 1). DFT calculations further validate that the
9eG4Na1 quartet (with the binding energy of 1.45 eV per
molecule) is energetically more favorable than the 9eG3Na2
triad (with the binding energy of 1.33 eV per molecule), which
is consistent with the experimental observations that the
9eG4Na1 quartet is thermodynamically more stable than the
9eG3Na2 triad when suﬃcient 9eG molecules are provided. This
study demonstrates the real-space experimental evidence on
the interconversion between a G-triad and G-quartet, which
may shed light on the understanding of the relationship
between G-triplex and G-quadruplex DNA structures.
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Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of the interconversion between a
9eG4Na1 quartet and 9eG3Na2 triad on the Au(111) surface.
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Firstly, stepwise deposition of metal Na on the 9eG islands
has been performed, and the structural transformation from
the 9eG4Na1 network to the 9eG3Na2 one is achieved on the
Au(111) surface, as shown in Fig. 1a–d. Reversibly, the 9eG3Na2
network could be transformed back to the 9eG4Na1 one by
adding more 9eG molecules (Fig. 1d–f). With such a sequential
deposition method, the interconversion between G-triad and
G-quartet motifs is achieved on the Au(111) surface. The
corresponding STM images and DFT calculated models will
be discussed in detail in the following.
Deposition of metal Na on the 9eG-precovered Au(111) surface followed by annealing at 350 K leads to the formation of a
grid-like network structure, as shown in Fig. 2a. The close-up
STM image (Fig. 2b) shows that such a network is composed of
pure 9eG4Na1 quartet structural motifs with four 9eG molecules
in homochirality, and a similar structure (prepared by 9eG
molecules and NaCl salt) has been previously reported by our
group.21 From the DFT-optimized model superimposed on the
STM images (Fig. 2c and d), it can be identified that the
9eG4Na1 quartet is stabilized by a combination of hydrogen
bonds and ionic bonds, and the quartets are further linked with
each other via van der Waals interactions from the ethyl groups
of the 9eG molecules.
Subsequent deposition of additional Na on the 9eG4Na1precovered surface followed by annealing at 350 K leads to the
structural transformation from the grid-like network to another
porous one (Fig. 3a). The close-up STM image (Fig. 3b) provides
more details of the structure, which reveals that the porous
network is composed of triads (depicted by blue contours in
Fig. 3b), and the chirality of the three molecules in the triad can
be distinguished as indicated by R and L notations; thus the
triad is a heterochiral motif. Note that two Na cations in the
triads can be clearly identified in a special tip state under
the scanning condition of the negative bias, as illustrated in
Fig. S1 (ESI†). Based on the above analysis, DFT calculations are

Fig. 1 STM images showing the reversible structural transformations in
response to the ratio of metal Na and 9eG molecules. (a) Formation of the
9eG island on Au(111) at room temperature. (b–d) Structural transformations from the 9eG4Na1 network over the mixture of 9eG4Na1 and
9eG3Na2 network to the 9eG3Na2 network on the Au(111) surface. (d–f)
The corresponding reversed structural transformation. Scanning conditions: It = 0.80 nA, Vt = 1400 mV.
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Fig. 2 STM images and DFT-optimized structural models showing the
formation of 9eG4Na1 quartets on Au(111). (a) A large-scale STM image
showing the grid-like structure composed of 9eG4Na1 quartets. The
indicated unit cell has parameters a1 = 18.5  0.1 Å, b1 = 18.5  0.1 Å,
y1 = 901  11. (b) A close-up STM image allowing the individual 9eG4Na1
quartet (depicted by white contours) and the homochirality of 9eG
molecules within the quartet (indicated by L notations) to be distinguished.
(c) The STM image with the superimposed DFT-optimized model showing
interconnections of quartets (i.e., van der Waals interactions from ethyl
groups). (d) A close-up STM image of the 9eG4Na1 quartet superimposed
with the DFT-optimized model. Hydrogen bonds are depicted by blue
dashed lines. H: white; C: gray; N: blue; O: red; Na: pink. Scanning
conditions: It = 0.70 nA, Vt = 1400 mV.

performed to build up the atomic-scale models on the triadnetwork. From the high-resolution STM image and the superimposed structural model shown in Fig. 3d, the triad is
attributed to a 9eG3Na2 motif, in which the ionic bonds
between Na cations and 9eG molecules together with the
NH  O hydrogen bond contribute to the stabilization of the
triad motif.
Moreover, from the DFT-optimized model of the 9eG3Na2
network superimposed on the STM image (Fig. 3c), we identify
that the triads are linked with the adjacent ones via the double
NH  N hydrogen bonds between 9eG molecules (depicted by
blue dashed lines in Fig. 3c).
Interestingly, controllable deposition of 9eG molecules on
the 9eG3Na2-precovered surface followed by annealing at 350 K
leads to the formation of a square block network structure, as
shown in Fig. 4a. Closer inspection of the structure (Fig. 4b)
shows that such a network is composed of both quartets and
triads as depicted by white and blue contours, respectively. This
means that deposition of additional 9eG molecules leads to the
structural transformation from triads back to quartets. The
defects shown in Fig. S2 (ESI†) could also help to ensure the two
kinds of elementary motifs. Based on this analysis, the square
block network is attributed to a hybrid supramolecular network
composed of both 9eG4Na1 and 9eG3Na2 motifs, and the DFT
calculations are performed to build up the atomic-scale model
of the network. From the close-up STM image and the
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Fig. 3 STM images and DFT-optimized structural models showing the
formation of 9eG3Na2 triads on Au(111). (a) A large-scale STM image
showing the porous network structure composed of 9eG3Na2 triads. The
indicated unit cell has parameters a2 = 20.5  0.1 Å, b2 = 28.7  0.1 Å, y2 =
1141  11. (b) A close-up STM image allowing the individual triad (depicted
by blue contours) and the chirality of each 9eG molecule within a triad
(indicated by R and L notations) to be distinguished. (c) The STM image
with the superimposed DFT-optimized model shows interconnections of
the triads (double NH  N hydrogen bonds). (d) A close-up STM image of
the 9eG3Na2 triad superimposed with the DFT-optimized model. Hydrogen bonds are depicted by blue dashed lines. H: white; C: gray; N: blue; O:
red; Na: pink. Scanning conditions: It = 1.10 nA, Vt = 1400 mV.

Fig. 4 STM images and DFT-optimized structural models showing the
formation of a hybrid supramolecular network composed of 9eG4Na1
quartets and 9eG3Na2 triads on Au(111). (a) A large-scale STM image
showing the square block network structure. The indicated unit cell has
parameters a3 = 31.8  0.1 Å, b3 = 24.7  0.1 Å, y3 = 791  11. (b) A close-up
STM image allowing the individual 9eG4Na1 and 9eG3Na2 motifs (depicted
by white and blue contours, respectively) and the chirality of each 9eG
molecule (indicated by R and L notations) to be distinguished. (c) A closeup STM image with the superimposed DFT-optimized model showing
interconnections between quartets and triads (double NH  N hydrogen
bonds depicted by blue dashed lines). H: white; C: gray; N: blue; O: red;
Na: pink. Scanning conditions: It = 0.80 nA, Vt = 1700 mV.
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Based on the above experimental observations on the formation
of various network structures shown in Fig. 1, we draw the conclusion that the well-controlled interconversion between 9eG4Na1
quartets and 9eG3Na2 triads is achieved by the regulation of the
9eG/Na ratio on the Au(111) surface. Note that the interconversion
between quartet and triad also proves the reversibility of ionic bonds
and hydrogen bonds. And more importantly, it suggests that the
formation of the 9eG4Na1 quartet is thermodynamically more
favorable than that of the 9eG3Na2 triad when suﬃcient 9eG
molecules are provided on the surface.
To further quantify the relationship of the quartet and triad
motifs, we then perform calculations on the binding energy (Eb)
of the 9eG4Na1 and 9eG3Na2 motifs in the gas phase to
characterize their relative stabilities (Table 1). Eb is defined as
the total energy of the whole relaxed system (Esys, including the
hydrogen bonds and ionic bonds in this system) minus the
total energies of all of the individual relaxed components
(Ecom), that is, Eb = Esys
Ecom. The Eb value of the 9eG4Na1
motif is calculated to be 1.45 eV per molecule, and the Eb value
of the 9eG3Na2 motif is calculated to be 1.33 eV per molecule,
which is in accordance with the experimental results. More
details of the calculations can be found in Table S1 (ESI†).
In conclusion, by the combination of STM imaging and DFT
calculations, we present the real-space experimental evidence of the
interconversion between a G-triad and G-quartet on the Au(111)
surface with the trigger of the G/Na ratio, and further reveal the
relative stabilities of these two elementary motifs. Such real-space
evidence may help to increase our fundamental understanding of
the G-triplex and G-quadruplex DNA structures.
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Table 1 Binding energy (Eb) of the 9eG4Na1 and 9eG3Na2 motifs in the gas
phase with the corresponding STM images and structural models

superimposed structural model shown in Fig. 4c, we identify
that the 9eG4Na1 quartet and the 9eG3Na2 triad are linked via
double NH  N hydrogen bonds between 9eG molecules
(depicted by blue dashed lines in Fig. 4c). Further deposition
of more 9eG molecules leads to the complete structural
transformation to the 9eG4Na1 quartet network, as shown in
Fig. 1e and f.
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